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The fleet of eight boats appear to proceed in echelon, headed towards the entrance of the Burnie
Regional Art Gallery. Lead by Lisa Garland’s My Brother, the Fisherman, each member of the flotilla
points in the same direction – out towards the entry door, where, across the street and beyond the
lay of the land, the waters of Bass Strait beckon. The boats differ in shape and scale, but each of them
seems to share the same purpose: each carries its cargo of art; each has been transformed into a
metaphor for meaning beyond the utilitarian.

The Partnershipping Project installation view at Burnie Regional Art Gallery, 2018. Photo: Rick Eaves.

Lisa Garland is known for her considerable skills as
a photographer and for her outstanding skills as a
sensitive interpreter of imagery. In this new work, a
large-scale black and white photograph of a lone man
against the seas of a choppy bay has been re-fashioned
into what seems to be an ersatz tarp. Stretched across
and suspended within the bars of a metal frame, the
stretched photographic ‘skin’ takes on a shape that is
a graceful inversion of the hull’s curve. The form looks
like a kind of attempt at water-tighting – a provision for
keeping the water out should the vessel roll; or perhaps

a flimsy cover to ward off the worst of the sea’s wrath.
But the same image – the lone man – is used again,
printed on fabric ‘wings’ that suggest this boat may be
preparing vestigial wings with which to attempt to fly.
Around the ‘skirt’ of the structure run scallops
of fishing net. The main image is perforated with
cut circles that detail other aspects of this reality
- perforated images of Lisa’s brother’s ‘fishing life’
– nautical maps and aspects of the landscape of
wild fishing in North-West Tasmania forced into
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changes brought about by the onslaught
of commercial industrial-scale salmon
farming. And above it, from bow to stern,
is suspended the arched frame of a oncemighty blue-fin tuna. Even in death the wild
strength of the fish is still evident in the
powerful curve of its spine, in its massive
fighting-fish head.
This work is intensely, movingly personal
for the artist, but it is also captures a
deeply political moment – one that has
had repercussions right across Australia.
My Brother, the Fisherman features the
artist’s brother Craig Garland, a small-mesh
fisherman whose traditional livelihood
has been gradually pushed towards the
impossible by the steady encroachment
of commercial fish-farms on Tasmania’s
North-West coast. Craig Garland’s staunch
one-man challenge to political apathy –
his decision to run for an independent
seat against what he described as “the
non-inclusive nature of (political) decisionmaking”, garnered a swell of local support
that emerged as the ‘third force’ in the 2018
Braddon by-election. Since then, the swell
has surged forward to national attention,
and Craig Garland’s ‘threadbare campaign’
is viewed as a successful test case for those
voters across Australia who feel increasingly
alienated by mainstream politics.
Lisa’s photographic ouvre has held true
to its close attention on the people of
Tasmania’s North-West coast; her images
bestow each of her subjects with a respect
and candour that makes their inner dignity
apparent to the most cursory of gazes.
This work shares that commitment. The
boat – a purdon fibreglass dinghy – is one
of Craig’s own; the dried carcass of the
fish was caught by him; the ropes that
connect the flotation bobs were spliced
by him; the nets are tatters from those he
depends on for a living. For this work, the
photographer has moved towards including
material evidence as part of her ongoing
dedication to documenting the people and
places of Tasmania’s North-West coast;
together, in one boat, she weaves images,
flotsam, jetsam and hope into a story
immersed in commitment to place; a tale
that documents aspects of what her brother
Craig described as “an act of faith”.
Lisa Garland, My Brother, the Fisherman 2018. Mixed media: photographic print,
photographic printed silk, metal, net, fish carcass, rope, bloats. Photos: Rick Eaves.
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Following behind the work of Lisa Garland,
Ritchie Ares-Doña’s Cultural Transmission
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Ritchie Ares Doña, Cultural Transmission 2018. Overhead transparency films, wire comb, polycarbonate plastic, glue, LED batten. Photo: Rick Eaves.

is held within the belly of a relatively long, cool-blue
and white wooden vessel. The paint is cracked and
peeling. The boat has seen better days. The shallow
space of the gunwales is crossed by four simple planks
for seating, and from underneath each of them light
shines upwards to illuminate the cargo – a transparent,
glittering, shimmering bow-to-stern installation of
diamond-shapes. Any precise definition of what these
shapes allude to proves elusive: meaning is refracted
in any number of ways back from their folded, fluted
surfaces. For these crystalline forms are not solid –
their appearance of three-dimensional density is an
illusion; they have been constructed by the systematic
and careful folding of thousands of sheets of overhead
transparency plastic. The technology that made use of
overhead transparencies in teaching institutions is now
redundant; Ares-Doña has retrieved his materials from
waste matter. Then, through a laborious process of
attaching each tiny reconstructed ‘booklet’ to a central
spine, he begins to fold and tuck until the geometric
forms take shape.
In order to ‘float’ these forms above the floor of
the vessel, Ares-Doña has meticulously constructed a
system of clear-plastic holders glued to another floating
‘floor’ of clear acrylic. The artist’s intention to produce
a minimal, liminal affect has only been made possible
through a labour-intensive process of repetition and
concentration.
So what relationship might there be between this
small boat and its sparkling, weightless cargo? Ares-

Doña’s homeland is Cebu, an island among the Visayan
group of islands in the Philippines. Part of this islandgroup is nearby Bohol, a little landmass known for the
unusual topography of the ‘chocolate hills’ – a system
of small, evenly placed, perfectly formed conical hills
that Ares-Doña states have been, in part, an aspect
of memory that draws him back to his homeland. The
work is also evocative of marine life – the transparent,
floating shapes of jellyfish, or perhaps the geometric
forms of invisible plankton. And as some of the small,
precise forms accrue height when the artists builds
one on top of the other, they give the appearance
of crystalline structures like salt, or perhaps the
aggregations of coral.
But the process with which Ares-Doña’s work
proceeds is also important to understanding other
possible implications. For many years now the artist
has worked with disadvantaged youth – with children
whose experiences have not allowed them to see their
full worth and potential. “They are treated like social
waste,” says Ares-Doña, “and yet they have the power
to shine like diamonds. Working with art helps them
realise some of what they’re capable of.” Ares-Doña’s
boat carries a cargo of fragile diamonds. The cargo
grows and glitters. It floats and refracts light in ways
that surpass and transform the material waste from
which it was created.
Behind Ares-Doña’s boat, the small, flat-bottomed,
blunt-nosed skiff carrying Greg Leong’s work raises its
bow to the swell. Glittering and shimmering, its high-
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Greg Leong, The Tasmanian Migration of Oriental Carp 2018. Rowboat with wooden grid, joss paper, wrapped copper wire armature, metal rods, varnish,
glue, paint. Photo: Rick Eaves.

carried cargo of carp throws a myriad shadowy ghostforms onto the two walls of the corner of the gallery,
so that the vessel appears to be moving from beyond a
soft grey cloud of carp-shadow. The work casts a golden
glow upwards and outwards from the belly of the vessel
and through the gold, silver and yellow-wrapped forms
of the carp suspended on long fragile poles above the
boat. On first sight, the vessel appears like a ceremonial
palanquin – part of a celebration of an arcane rite.
However closer inspection reveals that the silver and
golden squares with which the glossy black sides of the
vessel have been applied are in fact pieces of joss paper
– a material used by Chinese only for rituals of death.
The carp, too, have been wrapped closely – embalmed,
in a sense, with the same material.

Ritchie Ares Dona, Cultural Transmission 2018. Overhead transparency films, wire comb, polycarbonate plastic, glue, LED batten. Photos: Rick Eaves.
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Leong has worked in theatre and the visual arts, and
this work, The Tasmanian Migration of Oriental Carp,
draws from each of these areas. With uncharacteristic
simplicity of form, Leong has taken aim at an issue that
is at once as deeply personal to him as it is political.
Leong speaks eloquently of his experiences as a gay
Chinese immigrant, and of the experiences of ostracism
from both his adopted home of Australia and from
within his Chinese heritage; he tells of ‘never quite
fitting in’ – and narrates how his experiences as an
outsider have helped him empathise with others who
have been forced to the margins. This installation, then,
is one that mourns the attitudes that spurn others
from our shorelines. The artist uses the metaphor of
the carp, a fish that was once introduced to Australian
waterways as a food source, but that is now recognised
as a dangerous interloper that has imbalanced local

Greg Leong, The Tasmanian Migration of Oriental Carp 2018. Rowboat
with wooden grid, joss paper, wrapped copper wire armature, metal rods,
varnish, glue, paint. Photos: Rick Eaves.
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Greg Lehman, A short
History of Cook 2018.
Fiberglass, wood, fibre,
canvas and ink. Photos: Rick
Eaves.

ecosystems. He describes the irony of how, to the
Chinese “the carp (or koi) is a symbol of love, courage
and wealth”, and yet how its only association in
Australia is with that of ‘an introduced pest species”.
Leong’s boat is a dark reminder of our fear and
dismissiveness of other points of view – it floats on the
artist’s will that things will change, and that new, more
inclusive futures are possible.

A highly regarded scholar and an expert on the
history of Tasmania’s Aboriginal peoples, Lehman is a
Trewulway man who claims ancestral rights to the retelling of such stories. His narration draws from wellknown data and accounts – from words and images
that privileged colonial readings – and re-weaves them
in a way that opens up ironies, misconceptions and the
possibilities of alternative historical accounts.

Beside Leong’s boat Greg Lehman’s A short History
of Cook assembles data from history and materials
gathered from the present in the bows, across the
sides and onto the mast of an eighteenth century sprit
rig. The sides of the vessel – inside and out, run with
script; on the canvas sail, a charcoal drawing details
an encounter between two men. The drawing closely
follows the forms used in an unfinished drawing by
John Webber, an artist who in 1777 documented
Captain Cook’s presentation to the leader of the
Neunone nation at Adventure Bay, Van Dieman’s Land.
Cook proffers a medal to the custodian of the land
he wishes to claim as England’s – a small trophy of
conquest made unbearably heavy under the full weight
of history’s reassessment of colonial plunder. Webber’s
drawing is the first image of a Tasmanian Aborigine to
be rendered by a non-Aboriginal person; it marks a first
encounter through an act that history has revealed to
be simultaneously naïve and misguided and ultimately,
treacherous.

He assembles his evidence with a clean clarity – the
matter-of-fact observation almost appears as though
it has been transcribed from the scholar’s desk into
and onto the sides and along the gunwales of the boat.
Along the bottom of the boat runs a neat, aesthetically
pleasant, carefully composed still-life arrangement of
shells, sand, objects from the shoreline. Here the washup from the littoral zone becomes re-framed by the
literal transposition of history’s words. Yet the pretty
tidiness of the arrangement belies the commanding
weight of its role as ballast: the objects are part of the
land itself; they are the markers of shorelines, middens,
homelands where the custodians have continued to
live for what is now estimated to be well over 60,000
years. And on the back seat of the boat, Lehman has
placed a coffee mug bearing the historical image of
William Lanney, best known as the last “full blooded”
Tasmanian Aboriginal man. Lehman states that he
intends the mug as a “prompt to the presence of a
sailor in the boat, or perhaps (to) the artist at work”.
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On the ‘reverse’ side of the sail Lehman again
traces the likeness of another of Webber’s drawings
completed only two short years later: The Death of
Cook in Hawai’i uses a remarkably similar compositional
structure to depict Cook’s death in Hawaii as, according
to Lehman, “he tries to kidnap their king”. When
viewed as the front-and-back of an object – a sail – that
powered empires towards their goal, the sad ironies
and empty outcomes of colonial ambitions flounder
like flaccid failures. Lehman’s insistence that “we have
not forgotten the lessons of the past” offers a powerful
means of reconsidering the future of Aboriginal peoples
in a globalizing present.
Following close to the portside of Lisa Garland’s
vessel, a small flat-bottomed boat bears a squadron
of black oars held aloft. Its bow is painted with the
white designs common on the prow of the vessels of
Greek legends – a simple system of intersecting semicircles suggesting waves and currents that carried so
many ancient voyagers towards personal as well as
cultural and political odysseys. Each of the black paddle
blades has been carved into to provide a shallow frame
for twenty tiny etched drawings featuring specific
viewpoints of the North-West coastline that has
been Joan Kelly’s home for many years. Joan Kelly’s
First Impressions – the Coastline uses the intimacy of
miniatures to draw the viewer up close and personal.
From this vantage-point, each of the works bedazzles

with detail and the sheer energetic vibrancy with which
the artist has created every tiny mark and line.
While the work is predominately black, its spirit is not
negative; rather, its energy soars with a spirit of joyful
observation and celebration. The limbs of sinuous
tree-forms carve across a wind-scattered cloudscape;
the grasslands of a headland undulate and writhe; the
waters of a bay scatter back the light of the moon; small
creatures emerge and disappear again into the flora.
These are little glimpses of enchanted landscapes – but
each rendered with the unfaltering gaze of an artist
devoted to intrepid observation. The first records of
non-indigenous responses to Australian landscape belie
a similar enchantment; according to John Northcote,
an officer on HMS Rattlesnake observing Port Philip for
the first time in 1836, “The country here is enchantingly
beautiful – extensive rich plains all round with gently
sloping hills in the distance all thinly wooded and
having the appearance of an immense park”. Joan
Kelly’s artistic tradition draws from the age-old practice
of miniature painting and drawing, a genre that enjoys
a cross-cultural diversity in contemporary as well as
throughout historical epochs.
Joan’s vessel carries forward evidence of the ongoing
importance of the ‘slow gaze’ – of the willingness to sit
quietly to record and interpret the world of which you
are a part. Her twenty little black and white landscape
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images, each held within the shallow dish of a paddle,
offer us a means of transcending seas of indifference
through personal connections with place.
Behind Joan’s boat Selena de Carvalho’s 100 Year
Flood floats like a short, squat pirate ship laden heavy
with the charred remains of an unlikely cargo. The title
refers to the flash flood of May 2018, and harvests
details of de Carvalho’s personal saga in her efforts
to respond to yet another local iteration of global
environmental disaster. While the subject matter may
be immense, global, statistically insurmountable, her
references are personal: the artist rakes and scrapes
and collects and bags charcoal from a charred and
blackened rainforest coup in the Weld Valley; she
salvages the half-burnt belly of a tree from the NorthWest Bay river and claims it as the boat’s mast. Bent on
‘tattooing’ the flanks of the boat with a kind of personal
confessional, she fashions a crude sleeve for her car
exhaust, an implement used to collect the carbon
monoxide dust particles from which to make the toxic
‘ink’ to emblazon the vessel’s flanks. Her choice of this
method offers another layer to the small boat’s dark
allusions – her contraption for collecting car exhaust
serves as a suicidal ‘weapon of choice’ for the hopelost. De Carvalho has been protesting and fighting
against environmental crises since she was a child. Now
the artist has two children of her own. Faced with the
prospect of creating yet another artwork addressing
such issues, she weaves her own personal sense of
hopelessness and futility into her material choices –
and to the written words of the work. She speaks of the
‘haunted’ landscape; she confesses what she sees as
the dual ‘poetic, pathetic’ nature of her ruminations.
The words she scrawls across the old wooden sides
of the boat in the home-made poisons of her ink are
elegiac and heartrending:
I make ink out of car fumes and take on too many
projects/ driving doughnuts around my garden/ a
ghetto of ideas, weeds and non-indigenous species/
home.
The words whisper of the flood of her personal doubts
– about the enervation of her solipsism; about the fact
that even she has had to find a way to come to terms
with her bruised, battered and burnt ecosystem; about
how ‘home’ must be reconstructed always from the
shards of what we have.
Above the vessel a tattered, toxiferous flag flutters
belligerently. Made from the stiff burnt shards of black
plastic waste-bags, it flies as another element cobbled
together from the damaged offerings of a wasted
world. Nevertheless, the little boat sails forward,
buoyed by the artist’s as-yet undiminished passion and
commitment.
Joan Kelly, First impressions-the Coastline 2018. Black scratchboard etchings,
Tasmanian timber. Photos: Rick Eaves.
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To the portside of de Carvalho’s boat David Gough’s
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Selena de Carvalho, 100 year flood 2018. Car exhaust ink, charcoal from Weld Valley, tree mast from North West Bay River, post flood.
Photos: Rick Eaves.

vessel leans-to with the opulent weight of its kangaroopelt sail. The original wooden vessel has been
transformed by material repossession – worked on by
Gough and his collaborator Nathan Slater, each of the
original boat’s surfaces has been extended or modified
and repurposed.
Gough writes of his ancestors’ discovery of the ways in
which broken glass, brought by non-Aboriginal people
to Australia, was redeployed by Aboriginal Australians
to make tools. Perhaps he makes this statement in
direct reference his current role as an artist who comes
upon another ‘discarded object’; a wooden boat that

he repurposes to construct new meaning. The title
of the work, Te Waka a trawlwoolway, or the Canoe/
Boat of trawlwoolway belies the bi-cultural origins of
the work; Gough is a trewoolway man and Slater is of
Maori ancestry. Together they fish and dive to hunt, and
skin and tan hides ‘on Country’. But this collaboration
extends beyond the contemporary ‘bromance’ of
mateship; together they work to imagine new ways of
connecting with place and landscape; ways that respect
the practices and traditions of the past in order to move
forward into a resilient and adaptable cultural future.
If the vessel itself has been rendered redolent of
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the hand-made qualities of materiality – the stitchedtogether pelt sail, hand-made rope, a refashioned
transom, a hull bearing the ochre hand-marks of its
(re-) makers, a carved keel and so on, Gough has also
been keen to incorporate aspects of technology into
his installation. Across the skin-side of the sail, a video
traces a brief encounter: two men, each from different
‘tribes’, approach an empty, abandoned vessel on a
strip of shoreline. The boat is beached half-way across
a freshwater stream that flows to the sea. The two
men approach from different directions – they pause.
They have options – they could wrangle over the
booty, they could walk the other way. Instead, they
make the decision to collaborate; to draw from each of
their cultures to refashion their discovery to suit their
contemporary purposes. Fast-forward to the man-cave.
Literally. Where the processes of the re-build tumble on
top of each other in quick succession: a range of tools
are applied, the men move back and forward across
the frame, across each other’s pathways as they make
decisions and combine their knowledge to re-fit their
vessel. In sharp contrast to the frenetic activity, the
final moments show the two men sailing their vessel,
armed with hand-made fishing spears in an idyllic
environment.
David mangenner Gough in collaboration with Nathan Slater, Te Waka a
trawlwoolway (the Canoe/Boat of trawlwoolway) 2018. Materials from
stone to glass. Photos: Rick Eaves.
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Gough speaks of his drive to make work that avoids
the repetition of mourning the mistakes of the
past and instead to make work that revisions place
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Jamin, The Gap Between Worlds 2018. Assemblage (wood, mirrored mylar, LED lights & components, string, tape, fixings). Photos: Rick Eaves.

and landscape in new ways. He calls on respect for
the practices of the past in order to protect the
custodianship for country into the future.
Following in the wake of Gough’s vessel, the prow of
Jamin’s wooden vessel emerges from a relatively dark
part of the gallery. At first sight, it appears that the
boat has been fashioned with three rolled sails, but
on closer inspection it becomes evident that the artist
has fashioned three layers of highly reflective surfaces
constructed of lightweight mylar, wood, string and tape.
LED lights are arranged around the edges of each of the
flat suspended structures.

In one sense, Jamin’s The Gap Between Worlds
reflects his experience as an artist whose practice
must, of needs, move fluidly between the worlds
of fellow producers, purveyors and consumers; an
experience that makes him acutely aware of the ironies
and inconsistencies that erupt when juggling multiple
expectations and interpretations of meaning and
resonance. He uses the German term umwelt (that
literally interprets as ‘environment’) to describe how
each experience of the world is contained and inflected
by the individual’s capacity to understand that world
according to immediate needs. It could be argued that
Jamin’s response to the question “does place matter?”
is a philosophical one where the observer’s particular
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‘point of view’ of place is governed by their own
capacity to apprehend it.
However, the effect of the artist’s use of reflection
is immediately experienced as a poetic, rather than
a rational expression: as the viewer approaches the
vessel the mirrored, LED-lit surfaces appear to recede
and extend exponentially so that, when gazing down, it
seems as if the vessel is hovering in a depthless, everreceding blue pool. And looking up, the mast appears
to extend through endless realms to an infinite blue sky.
The humble shape of the little battered vessel hangs
suspended between these two limitless realms.
In his statement, the artist addresses his interest in
how the fundamental inter-connectedness of the world
is nevertheless separated by infinite self-contained and
self-referential categories. This work is a meditation
on how connected we are, and yet ultimately how
separate our experiences of life are from one another.
Art can be a means of connecting through those skeins
of separation to produce images that reflect back to
us the tenuous bonds, links and relationships that
communication and interaction depend on.
Each of the vessels in this fleet carries cargoes as
different as their makers. Most of them draw from
communities and relationships and places wider than
their own. Yet as a cohort, do these multiple ‘takes’
on the central question “does place matter” come
together to suggest an underlying perspective that is
characteristically Tasmanian?
Many of the issues are simultaneously personal and
political; local and global; specific and general. Most
of them are informed by public discourse ingested
and modulated by personal experiences. If a sense of
sombre misgivings about the political seascapes we
currently face inhabits these works, would it be fair
to argue that that is peculiar to the predisposition of
a ‘Tasmanian Gothick” undertow? Or is that sense
of skeptical disavowal of traditional approaches and
histories common to critically reflexive work produced
elsewhere?

iteration of The Partnershipping Project, one that seeks
to involve a cross-section of regionally based artists
and art-workers in an analysis of “does place matter”, is
launched from Burnie, Tasmania?
History reminds us of Tasmania’s role in spear-heading
all kinds of new thinking and development. In 1835 the
chair of the Colonization Committee for South Australia
noted that:
in proportion to her population, (Van Dieman’s Land)
has a commerce nearly six times greater than that
of the Canadas; five times greater than that of Nova
Scotia; (and) four and a half times greater than that
of the Cape Colony.1
That is, in terms of the Colonial Empire, Tasmania was
an outstanding test-case for prosperity. And as noted
by James Boyce, all this was in no small way due to the
thousands of years of careful custodianship of the land
by the Aboriginal Australians:
The easily accessed and well-watered native
grasslands which stretched from Launceston to
Hobart had been created and managed by the
Aborigines as their principal hunting grounds over
thousands of years.2
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In our era of post-colonial, trans-national and
globalized trading patterns there might still be lessons
to be learned about place, possession and dreams for
more positive futures. And maybe artists are the ones
to re-invent such tales, cobbling them together from
flotsam, jetsam, scraps of history and half-remembered
dreams, then carrying them back towards where we
stand waiting, on the shoreline.
____________________
1
Torrens, R, Colonization of South Australia (London:
Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, Green and Longman
1835; Facsimilie edition, Public Library of South Australia,
1962):222-3 in Boyce, James, 2012, 1835 The Founding of
Melbourne and the Conquest of Australia (third edn.) Black
Inc., Melbourne
2

ibid p. 17

Collectively, the works deal with issues that are
key points of reckoning for contemporary Australia:
issues to deal with the acknowledgement, recognition
and understanding of Aboriginal Australians’ prior
occupation of this country; to do with the threat
of ongoing environmental degradation and the
necessity of imagining new ways of playing our roles of
custodianship of country; to do with the necessity of
valuing inclusiveness, participation and celebration of
a range of cultural expressions within this country; and
the need to reconsider how we accommodate those
who, forced from their homelands, seek refuge here.
So is there significance in the fact that this first
12
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